The lectures were thought provoking, inspiring even, although their impact didn't sink in until an hour later, at the corner store, when I realized I was still in law with you. But we have been through this before, so many times that this emotional terrain has become vague, both liberating and oppressive like some sort of Beaveriana. Throughout the presentations, I kept poking your shoulder in an irritating manner. My thought less tasty—too tasty to speak—no poking made sense. Did you get the message? I doubt it. Those Cub Scouts in my town were elitist little bastards who never let me join the brotherhood, so my Morse code poking skills remain sketchy after SOS. But SOS is what I had, so I used it. I slapped down the Morse code poking skills remain sketchy after SOS. I got home my feet were freezing and I was a wreck. I tried to watch a DVD, but my computer had caught a virus. Sometimes we would go to bed ridiculously ear- ly, rush towards sleep as if we were taking a vacation out things getting quite intimate. I paced, trying not to think of you, but the apartment only offers two steps; I noted. The beauty of our zones of indeterminacy is their namelessness and placelessness, their ability to give us some dream space between our deeply divided systems, oppressive dichotomies and all-too-famil- iar, let's face it, boring conversations and public is- sues. Clearly, the sea can be red.
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